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istorical homes capture our atten-
tion. Perhaps we’re curious about 
how our predecessors lived in by-
gone days, or perhaps we love the 
weight of history and the stories 
that come with it. Or perhaps his-
torical architecture inspires us—as 

it does Gardiner & Larson Homes, a well-oiled design-
build team based in Fairfield County, CT. This firm, spear-
headed by Judy Larson and Bill Gardiner, Jr.—the design 
half and the construction half of the firm respectively—of-
ten finds itself inspired by pre-war homes built in the early 
20th century. 

“We especially love what were known as ‘summer cottag-
es’—homes built by wealthy city dwellers seeking relief 
from the summer heat with open floor plans, wrap-around 
porches and high ceilings to allow air to flow from front 
to back,” Judy explains. Often, she adds, these homes also 
included sight lines from room to room, wide passageways 
and numerous tall windows to invite the light in. Gardiner 
& Larson Homes also consider these important elements 
in their designs, along with large open kitchens and a care-
fully orchestrated flow coordinating the home’s interior 
and exterior gathering spaces. “In terms of construction,” 
Judy continues, “we love the quality and solidity of pre-war 
homes—the wonderful thick walls, high ceilings and tall 
and heavy interior and exterior doors.” Her firm, she notes, 
features all the contemporary advances that the original 
homes that inspire them lack, such as simpler interior mill-
work, better lighting and much improved energy efficiency. 

Gardiner & Larson Homes delightedly renovated this par-
ticular home on spec. Once upon a time it was a summer 
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home, built by the Mead family circa 1895. Much of its original ar-
chitecture was altered in the 1960s, when previous owners remodeled 
it to accommodate their large family. When Judy and Bill’s firm had 
the opportunity to rebuild this residence, they set their sights on cre-
ating a modern interpretation of a turn-of-the-century summer home. 
This involved rebuilding most of the home, but they kept the original 
first-floor framing, exterior boulder façade and a similar first-floor 
room layout with thick walls and heavy pocket doors. “Although the 
house was completely rebuilt, we replicated the gambrel rooflines and 
shingle exterior, along with some playful embellishments, such as saw-
tooth shingle design at the gable end of the main roof,” Judy explains. 
“We ‘bowed’ the shingles above some of the larger windows, typical 
of some homes of this genre.” The home has a splendid, variegated 
appearance at a distance, thanks to the variety in shingles: the lower 
part of the house is sided with hand-split cedar shingles, the upper 
half features machine-cut cedar shingles, and the roof is covered with 
naturally weathered tapersawn cedar shingles. 

Gardiner & Larson finished bringing this home up to date by adding 
multiple wings to provide a garage, kitchen, family room and master 
suite. To unify this magnificent example of the modern historical, 
they built a wraparound porch with a standing seam metal roof, dot-
ted by skylights and supported by tapered square columns. “Perhaps 
one of the most unique features,” Judy says, “is the large foyer and 
enormous upper-stair hall, filled with light and open to a roof veranda 
at the back of the house.” 

This home is a marvel, and its homeowners agree: after purchasing 
it, they brought Gardiner & Larson Homes back to add a wine cellar 
and exercise room in area of the original stone and brick foundation. 
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Judith Larson
Gardiner & Larson Homes
New Canaan, CT
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gardinerandlarsonhomes.com
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